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This contribution deals with semantic analysis of image. The image is divided into areas 
called segments. Each segment may have assigned one or more semantic networks. These 
semantic networks are applied when providing an image description or completing image 
based on segments and might be created based on a verbal description of image or based on 
verbal facts creating basis for completing image. However, this contribution deals with a life 
cycle of image, structure, features and creation of the above-mentioned semantic networks, as 
well.  
 

1. Introduction 
 
Recent research into integrating Image Processing techniques has produced a number of new 
methods for semantic analysis of image content, which plays a role of great importance, when 
considering creation and update of image databases and an appropriate delivery of 
information contained in these databases. Many different methods have been developed for 
semantic analysis of image utilizing various types of algorithms.  However, important 
semantic information necessary to interpret image content is mostly not represented in single 
pixels but in meaningful image objects and their mutual relations. These objects may be 
closely related to fractals or segments, which represent the analyzed image structure units 
applied for multi-scale image analysis. A procedure based on Fractal Net Evolution is 
considered o be an efficient method to describe complex semantics within largely self-
constructing and dynamic networks. It combines insights in the fractal structure of the world 
and of semantics with object orientation. The procedure first extracts image objects, which 
afterwards are classified by means of fuzzy-logic. Basic strategy is to build up a hierarchical 
network of image objects, which allows representing the image information in different 
resolutions simultaneously [1]. Subsequently, many other methods applied for semantic 
analysis of image content are based on existing of objects called segments; regardless the 
image to be analyzed is of static or dynamic nature [2, 3, 6, 7 and 8]. The approach described 
in subsequent sections of this contribution is also based on the theory of image segments, 
which carry their own semantic content. However, these segments are decomposed again in 
two types of subordinated structural units: clusters and gasps and their semantic content is 
quantified via partial semantic functions, while an information capability of the image to be 
analyzed from semantic point of view is formalized via its final semantic function. Any 
image, its segments, clusters or gasps may be described via text in natural language and any 
text in natural language in form of text fragments or semantic networks of facts and 
information closely related to the above-mentioned image structure units. Information and 
facts contained within image segments, units and clusters and text fragments are usually 
stored in appropriate records or documents and it is needed to have an adequate 
interconnection among these facts and the above-mentioned documents. This interconnection 
is assured via databases called: reference databases. This approach is being implemented via 
adequate application program, which consists of three principal modules: extraction, 
representation and retrieval module. 



 
2. Image – Structure & Life Cycle (Processing) 
 

2.1  Structure of Image  
 
Let us consider an image, which has an appropriate information capability, represented by the 
set of facts or information.  This image consists of (n) segments, while one set of facts or 
information (SFI) describes one image segment, from semantic point of view (see also Fig.1). 
A function defined on selected SFI is called: partial semantic function (Sfp ) and its value is 
called: partial semantic value (Sfpv ). A logical product of partial semantic functions and their 
semantic values creates a final semantic function Sff with their appropriate final semantic 
value (Sffv ) The following formulas formalize the above-mentioned statements. 
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   Image = Sffv     (6) 
 
Each segment represents a piece of image and has its header and body. The segment’s body 
represents a visible piece of image and consists of two types related subordinated areas. The 
first type closely related to subordinate areas is called cluster1 and the second type of 
subordinated areas is called gasp (see also Fig.2). Clusters and gasps are considered to be 
visible parts of an image segment. A segment header contains pointers closely related to 
semantic networks and their components, which describe image and its structural units 
(clusters and gasps) from semantic point of view.  A segment header is considered to be               
an invisible part of the image segment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 The cluster may have any form and size 
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Image divided into segments 
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Where i=1, 2 ……n,  j=1, 2…..m1 and k=1,2 …..m2 , while the following relations between 
m1 and m2  might be postulated: 
 
    m1 = m2 or  m1≠ m1 (8) 
 
These considerations lead to application of fuzzy sets when interpreting and formalizing                
a semantic content of image and its structure units (segments, clusters and gasps)4. According 
to this fact, SFI sets might be considered to be fuzzy sets, based on which are defined the 
above-mentioned semantic functions: partial and final semantic function together with their 
appropriate values. However, these functions have a fuzzy character as well. 
 

2.2 Semantic Aspects of Image Structure Units  
 
In general, segments, clusters and gasps are considered to be principal units related to 
structure of image. They have an appropriate semantic content, which may be interpreted via 
semantic networks of facts and information and quantified via partial semantic functions and 
values. A text in natural language (hereinafter known as TNA) may describe a content of any 
image or its segments, while the following rules may be postulated:  

 
• Any image, its segments, clusters or gasps may be described via 

text in natural language and any text in natural language [4].  
One or more fragments may describe one image cluster, gasp 
from semantic point of view. 

 
∀ Segment(i):   ∃  (Fragm(i, 1), Fragm(i, 2)…….Fragm(i,m)) (9) 

 
• A semantic function is considered to be a facility for 

quantitative representation of semantic networks, which 
describe semantic content of any image cluster, gasp and 
segment. 

• Principal terms and relating terms represent variables                        
of semantic function and term to be explained represents             
the semantic function value (fsv) or fsv(i) [4]. For formal 
description, the following formulas may be postulated: 

 
  fsv(i)  =  fsvi (Pet (i ,j), Ret (i, j))   (8) 
and         
  Tbe (i) = fsv(i)      (9) 
where  
  i=1…..n 
                        j=1….m 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 The problems related to Application of Fuzzy Sets Apparatus in Image Semantic Analysis are discussed in [5] 
 



As mentioned above, any image or its segments may be described via text in natural language. 
They may be grouped to fragments. These fragments are treated according to principles 
described in [4].  On the other hand one sentence or more sentences in natural language 
describe an appropriate image segment. There may be two principal approaches: 
 

• Semantic analysis of image content (description of image based 
appropriate semantic networks and reference database 
respectively. 

• Completing of image based on selected sentences or fragments 
concerning to appropriate image segments. 

 
2.3   A Life Cycle of Image 

 
The term “A Life Cycle of Image is closely related processing of image, which passes through 
two types of phases closely related to:  
 

• Semantic analysis of image content and creation of image database or 
knowledge base. 

• Retrieval and presentation of image database or knowledge base for 
information or knowledge delivery purposes.  

 
However, the phase called: “Semantic analysis of image content and creation of image 
database” contains subordinated phases defined as follows: 
 

• Decomposition of image into segments (see also Fig.1) 
• Determination of clusters and gasps within each of segments 

(see also Fig.2)  
• Assignment of Tbe term to each cluster or gasp 
• Assignment of appropriate text fragment or fragments to each 

Tbe term. 
• Analysis of actual text fragments in order to get appropriate Pet 

and Ret terms for each Tbe term 
• Assignment of appropriate Pet and Ret terms to each Tbe term 
• Creation of appropriate semantic networks and partial semantic 

functions and values. 
• Creation of a final semantic function and assignment its 

semantic value to the analyzed image. 
• Retrieval and presentation of image database content 
 

 
2.4  Semantic networks and Reference Databases 

 
In general, the standard oriented graphs represent semantic network of facts and information, 
which describes image content. However, this semantic network consists of two subordinated 
semantic networks defined as follows:  
 

• Semantic network, which represents the information capability of the 
actual image represented by its segments, clusters and gasps (Fig.3). 
Clusters, which create segments and the image as a whole, are denoted 



via Tbe – terms, while each Tbe- term represents an identifier for 
cluster and fragment, as well. A special supplementary identifier may 
be applied in order to assure the resulting identifier to be unique. 
Clusters and segments may have adequate interlinks to a reference 
database. 

• Semantic network, which consists of fragments, Tbe, Pet and Ret terms 
and enables describing the actual image, its segments, clusters and 
gasps via text in natural language. (Fig.4).  

• Reference databases have the same structure as those, which are applied 
within semantic networks concerning to text in natural language. 

 
 

 
Fig.3 
 Semantic network concerning to information capability of the actual image                        
which consists of clusters and segments (SNIC).  

 
 
 
 

 



 

 
Fig.4 

Semantic network, which consists of fragments, Tbe, Pet and Ret terms and 
enables describing the actual image, its segments, clusters and gasps via text in 
natural language (SNTE) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
3. Systems for Semantic Analysis of Images  
 

3.1 Design & Implementation of Semantic Networks and Reference 
Databases 

 
Design, implementation and operation of semantic networks and reference databases closely 
related to semantic analysis of image is based on theory described in section 2. However, a 
creation, update, retrieval and presentation of semantic networks and reference databases are 
possible only with the use of the appropriate application program, which is called: SNIC 
application program5. The SNIC application program operates in several phases defined as 
follows: 
 

• Determination of image areas, which represent segments and clusters and gasps 
and assignment of adequate Tbe terms to them. 

• Assignment of text fragments to these Tbe terms.  
• Semantic analysis of text fragments and generation appropriate relating Pet and 

Ret terms. 
• Creation and update of semantic networks concerning to information capability 

of the actual image, which consists of clusters and segments.  
• Creation and update of semantic networks describing the actual image, its 

segments, clusters and gasps, based on fragments, Tbe, Pet and Ret terms. 
•  Creation and update of records and items contained within reference databases 

together with their interlinks to image segments, clusters and gasps, as well as 
to fragments, Tbe, Pet and Ret terms within corresponding semantic networks. 

 
This sequence enables creating the image database, a simplified structure of which is seen in 
Fig. 5. 
A reference database consists of two principal parts: 
 

• The first part (Part 1) represents references to documents and their fragments 
concerning to semantic networks related to image clusters, gasps, segments and 
the image as a whole. 

• The second part (Part 2) represents references to documents and their 
fragments concerning to Tbe, Pet and Ret terms within the actual semantic 
network 

 
There are three modules within SNIC application program:  
 

• Extraction module is responsible for image storage and for creation of image 
segments, clusters and gasps and assignment appropriate Tbe terms to them. 
However, this module is responsible for reference database content and 
creation of references to documents and their fragments concerning to semantic 
networks related to image clusters, gasps, segments and the image as a whole, 
as well. Its responsibility is extended to generation of adequate Pet and Ret 
terms and generation of corresponding semantic networks. 

                                                 
5 SNIC – Semantic networks describing clusters and segments of image  



Representation module is responsible for representation of the actual image content via 
appropriate semantic networks and reference databases. 
 
Retrieval module provides information and knowledge delivery for authorized users. Its main 
task is to provide retrieval and presentation of semantic network and reference databases 
content. 
 
A detailed description of functionality principles related extraction and representation module, 
in [5], while basic principles of functionality related to Retrieval module are described in the 
section 3.2. 
 
 
 

 
 

Legend: 
 
SNIC - Semantic network concerning to information capability of the actual image, 
  which consists of clusters and segments.  
SNTE - Semantic network, which consists of fragments, Tbe, Pet and Ret terms and enables
  describing the actual image, its segments, clusters and gasps via text in natural 
  language  

 
Fig. 5 

Image database a simplified conceptual model 
 

 
 



 
3.2 Retrieval and Presentation of Image Database Content  

 
Two significant aspects determine the course of phase called: “Retrieval and presentation of 
image database or knowledge base for information or knowledge delivery purposes”: 

• Interpreting and explanation of image content via semantic 
networks and fragments  

• Completing of image based on selected sentences or fragments 
closely related to appropriate image segments and images. 

 
The phase called: “Interpreting and explanation of image content via semantic networks and 
fragments“ contains subordinated phases defined as follows: 
 

• Entry of selection criteria, which is being done based on a mouse cursor 
movement over the image surface. A procedure implemented for these 
purposes indicates planar or a spatial coordinate related to selected area 
of image and provides a presentation of corresponding Tbe terms. Each 
of these Tbe terms represents an actual semantic network of facts or 
information, which contains actual Pet and Ret terms and appropriate 
fragments, as well. 

• Selection and preview of actual semantic network, while the 
corresponding image segment may be displayed simultaneously. 
Subsequently the complete image may be displayed and the 
corresponding segment is highlighted within this image. However, 
supplementary information contained in a reference database may be 
displayed, as well.  

• Principal steps related to retrieval of image database for Image 
interpretation purposes based on facts and information contained within 
selected semantic networks might be seen via Fig. 6. 

 
On the other hand, the phase called: ” Completing of image based on selected sentences or 
fragments closely related to appropriate image segments and images” contains the following 
subordinated phases:  
 

• Entry of selection criteria in form of the text string.  
• Retrieval of information sets containing Tbe terms, Pet and Ret terms 

based on the above-mentioned text string. 
• Presentation of list related to adequate Tbe terms 
• Preview of corresponding semantic networks of set and information 

together with image segments assigned to them6. 
• Completing a resulting image. 
• Principal steps related retrieval of image database for image completing 

purposes based on facts and information contained within selected 
semantic networks might be seen via Fig. 7. 

 
 

                                                 
6 Corresponding semantic networks may be previewed individually or within appropriate semantic groups. 
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4. Conclusion 
 

The approach and methodology described in previous sections of this contribution concerning 
to semantic analysis of image creates a theoretical basis for design and implementation of an 
application program, which may be applied in two directions:  
 

• Interpreting and explanation of image content via semantic 
networks and fragments  

• Completing of image based on selected sentences or fragments 
closely related to appropriate image segments and images. 

 
The described application program may be applied as part of records management and 
archival systems, when operating with image databases for interpretation and explanation of 
image content or as a stand-alone application, when completing the image based on facts or 
information contained in text fragments or in semantic networks of facts and information.  
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